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INTRODUCTION
There have recently been a number of studies of the melting of size-selected metal clusters. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Unlike macroscopic crystals which melt at a single temperature, metal clusters melt over a range of temperatures where liquid-like and solidlike clusters coexist in a dynamic equilibrium. [7] [8] [9] There are large fluctuations in the melting temperatures as a function of cluster size and considerable effort has been invested into identifying the cause of these fluctuations. [10] [11] [12] [13] In this paper we investigate how the chemical reactivity changes when the clusters melt. There have been a number of studies of metal cluster reactivity in the past, but these studies have mainly focused on the size-dependent variations in the reaction rates. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] The studies reported here have more in common with surface reactive scattering studies, where a reagent beam impinges on a well-characterized surface. [25] [26] [27] In our studies we are able to vary the collision energy and the temperature of the cluster surface over wide ranges, investigating reactions on both the solid-like and liquid-like phases of the cluster. Not much is known about the reactivity of liquid metal surfaces because most metals melt at such a high temperature that the chemistry is limited and measurements are difficult. However, metal clusters generally have depressed melting temperatures, and because of the large size-dependent fluctuations, it is reasonable to expect that some cluster sizes will have melting temperatures that are relatively low, perhaps even close to room temperature. Thus the study of the reactions on liquid and solid metal clusters is expected to reveal new chemistry.
We recently reported studies of the reactions of Al 44
and Al 100 + with N 2 . 28, 29 N 2 chemisorbs onto these aluminum clusters, however, there is a substantial kinetic energy threshold that must be overcome for chemisorption to occur. The kinetic energy thresholds were measured using an ion beam a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
mfj@indiana.edu technique, where a beam of clusters ions is passed through a gas cell containing N 2 , and the cross section for product formation is determined as a function of the ions relative kinetic energy with the N 2 . The kinetic energy thresholds were determined as a function of the cluster's initial temperature over a wide temperature range that covered both the solid-like and liquid-like states. For both Al 44 +/− and Al 100 + , a substantial drop in the kinetic energy threshold for N 2 chemisorption occurs when the clusters melt. The kinetic energy threshold is around 1 eV lower with the liquid-like clusters than with the solid-like.
Melting temperatures have been measured for aluminum clusters using an approach where the heat capacity is determined as a function of the temperature. 30 The signature of the melting transition is a peak in the heat capacity due to the latent heat, and most clusters (including Al 44 +/− and Al 100 + ) show a single, well-defined peak. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] Cationic clusters with 115, 116, and 117 atoms, on the other hand, show two clearly resolved peaks. 39 In these cases, the lower temperature peak was attributed to a structural transition and the higher temperature peak to the melting transition. In this paper we present kinetic energy thresholds measured for the chemisorption of N 2 onto Al 114 + , Al 115 + , and Al 117 + , as a function of temperature (we did not perform threshold measurements for Al 116 + ). The behavior reported here differs from that found with the smaller clusters (Al 44 +/− and Al 100 + ) where a substantial drop in the kinetic energy threshold for N 2 chemisorption occurs when the clusters melt.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The apparatus used to study reactions between aluminum clusters and N 2 has been described in detail in Refs. 29 and 30. The aluminum clusters are generated by pulsed laser vaporization of a liquid aluminum target in a continuous flow of helium buffer gas. 40 After formation, the clusters are carried through a 10 cm long temperature variable extension where their temperature is set by equilibration with the walls of the extension through collisions with the helium buffer gas. The temperature of the extension is regulated to better than ±2 K by a programmable temperature/process controller. 30 The cluster ions that exit the temperature-variable extension are focused into a quadrupole mass spectrometer set to transmit a single cluster size. For the studies described here, the size-selected clusters are focused into an ion beam and directed through a low pressure reaction cell containing nitrogen gas. The pressure of the nitrogen was kept sufficiently low that the clusters experience, on average, around one collision as they travel through the reaction cell. Measurements performed as a function of pressure showed that the total product abundance scaled linearly with the pressure, so multiple collisions do not significantly affect the results. The product ions and unreacted cluster ions that exit the reaction cell are focused into a second quadrupole mass spectrometer where they are analyzed and then detected by an off-axis collision dynode (10 kV) and dual microchannel plates.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The main product observed from the reactions of Al 114 + , Al 115 + , and Al 117 + with N 2 results from the addition of N 2 to yield Al n N 2 + . As discussed below, this product has a kinetic energy threshold. This observation, along with the fact that the Al n N 2 + product is observed over a wide range of cluster temperatures and relative kinetic energies, indicates that the N 2 is chemisorbed onto the aluminum clusters. A weakly bound physisorbed N 2 should rapidly desorb at high cluster temperatures.
In addition to the Al n N 2 + product, some secondary products are observed at high relative kinetic energies and high cluster temperatures. The main secondary product ions are Al n−2 N 2 + /Al n−1 + (which differ in mass by 1 Da and were not resolved in the product ion mass spectrum), Al n−3 N 2 + /Al n−2 + , and Al n−3 N + . These products are similar to those observed in the reactions of Al 44 +/− with N 2 . 29 For Al 44 +/− the secondary products are dominant at high cluster temperatures, in contrast, for Al 114 + , Al 115 + , and Al 117 + the secondary products never amount to more than a few percent of the Al n N 2 + product. For the Al n−3 N + product mentioned above, the corresponding neutral product is probably Al 3 N (Al 3 N is known to be a stable aluminum/nitrogen cluster 41, 42 ). The observation of this product indicates that the aluminum clusters can cleave the N 2 bond.
As noted above, the dominant product observed from the reactions of Al 114 + , Al 115 + , and Al 117 + with N 2 results from the addition of N 2 to yield Al n N 2 + . The reaction cross sections for N 2 addition were obtained from 
ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To determine accurate values for the kinetic energy thresholds it is necessary to account for the experimental factors which cause the threshold to broaden and shift. For a reaction driven solely by kinetic energy, the two contributors are the kinetic energy distribution of the ion beam and the thermal motion of the target gas. For the reactions studied here, the mass of the ion is much greater than the mass of the target and the contribution from the spread in the ion beam energy can be safely neglected. So to determine the true kinetic energy threshold, the measured cross sections are fit with an assumed function which is broadened to account for the thermal motion of the target gas molecules. The function used here is
(2) The part of this equation before the integral is the widely used empirical cross section function where σ 0 is the cross section scaling factor, E is the relative kinetic energy, E 0 is the kinetic energy threshold of the reaction, and n is an adjustable parameter. 43 With n = 1 the cross section function is the simple line of centers model. 44 Note that the cross section function does not incorporate any dependence on the internal energy.
The integral in Eq. (2) accounts for the dissociation of the Al n N 2 + product when it is highly excited (i.e., at high cluster temperatures and high relative kinetic energies). Dissociation of Al n N 2 + leads to the formation of secondary products and causes the cross sections for the Al n N 2 + product to roll over. [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] This rollover is not immediately apparent in the measured cross sections shown in Figure 1 ; however, it is much more important for smaller clusters. 29 We assume that the lowest energy dissociation pathway is loss of an aluminum atom from the Al n N 2 + product. The dissociation energy for this process is similar to the dissociation energy of an Al atom from the Al n + cluster. Loss of N 2 from Al n N 2 + is expected to be competitive with loss of an Al atom and may be lower in energy. 29 However, the choice of the lowest energy dissociation pathway is not important because there is not very much product dissociation for the cluster sizes examined here. (2) is the rate constant for dissociation of the Al n N 2 + product to give Al n−1 N 2
is the total internal energy of the Al n N 2 + product, and D(Al) is the dissociation energy for loss of an Al atom. D(N 2 ) is the dissociation energy of Al n N 2 + to yield Al n + and N 2 , and E T is the internal energy of the cluster before its collision with an N 2 molecule. P(E T ) in Eq. (2) is the probability that the ion has an internal energy E T . P(E T ) is related to the initial temperature of the cluster which is set by the temperature of the temperature-variable extension; it is calculated by statistical thermodynamics using the vibrational frequency distribution generated by a modified Debye model. 51 The rate constants were estimated using the quantum RRK model. 52 Note that the rate constant depends on both D(Al) and D(N 2 ).
To fit the assumed cross section function to the measured cross sections it must be averaged over the distribution of collision energies that result from the thermal motion of the target gas. This is achieved by averaging over 10 3 vectors where the direction is randomly selected and the speed is randomly selected from a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution. In the threshold region, the velocity of the cluster ion is much larger than the velocity of the N 2 . There are five variables in Eq. (2) that can be adjusted to fit to the measured cross sections. σ 0 , E 0 , D(Al), and D(N 2 ) were adjusted automatically using a least squares procedure while n was adjusted manually. The value of n was varied in increments of 0.25 starting at 0.75 and going up to 1.75. In about half the cases n = 1.25 provided the best fit (lowest standard deviation) and in the other half n = 1.50 provided a slightly better fit. The fits degrade quickly as n moves away from 1.25 and 1.50. Since the results did not provide a strong statement about the best value for n, in what follows we report averages of the n = 1.25 and 1.50 values for the kinetic energy thresholds (E 0 ).
The open points in Figure 1 show the fits of the model (with n = 1.25) to the measured cross sections for Al 115 + at 285 K and 885 K. The solid line shows the empirical cross section function (the part of Eq. (2) before the integral) that provides the best fit to the measured cross sections. The significant deviation between the empirical cross section function and the points that occurs at high relative kinetic energies for an initial cluster temperature of 835 K results from dissociation of the Al 115 N 2 + product. Figure 2 where they are plotted as the red points against the initial cluster temperature. In these measurements, we avoided temperatures where the internal energy of the clusters had the potential to undergo large changes with a small change in conditions (i.e., at the peaks in the heat capacities). The points shown in Figure 2 are an average of 2-3 independent measurements. The estimated relative uncertainty in the average threshold values is ±0.1 eV. The uncertainty in the temperature scale is ±2 K. The results for all three clusters are similar. At room temperature the reaction thresholds are around 3.2-3.3 eV. As the temperature is raised the thresholds decrease gradually and then there is a sharp drop for initial cluster temperatures of 400-500 K to around 2.6-2.7 eV, and then the thresholds gradually decrease further reaching around 2.5-2.6 eV at 800 K.
DISCUSSION
As noted above, the persistence of the Al n N 2 + products over a wide range of cluster temperatures indicates that the N 2 must be chemisorbed, and the observation of Al n−3 N + as secondary products indicates that at least some of the N 2 is dissociatively chemisorbed. These observations are consistent with previous experimental measurements for the Al 100 + + N 2 and Al 44 +/− + N 2 reactions, and with density functional theory (DFT) studies that were performed to investigate the mechanism of this reaction. 28, 29 In addition to the reaction cross sections plotted in Figure 2 , we also show heat capacities measured for Al 114 + , Al 115 + and Al 117 + plotted against temperature. The heat capacities are taken from Ref. 38 . When a macroscopic crystal melts there is a step in the internal energy due to the latent heat. The step in the internal energy leads to a peak in the heat capacity which is delta function for a macroscopic crystal with a melting point. For a cluster, the peak is broadened by finite size effects [53] [54] [55] and liquid-like and solid-like clusters coexist dynamically over a range of temperatures. [7] [8] [9] The center of the peak in the heat capacity is the melting temperature and the area under the peak is the latent heat. For clusters, both the melting temperatures and the latent heats are usually depressed relative to the bulk values primarily because the clusters have a much larger surface to volume ratio than the bulk. 56 For example, the melting temperatures for the clusters studied here are <700 K while the bulk melting point is 933 K.
As noted above, there are two peaks in the heat capacities for Al 115 + and Al 117 + (and also for Al 116 + ). There are several possible explanations for the existence of two peaks. 39 They could result from different parts of the clusters melting at different temperatures. For example, surface premelting is a well-known phenomenon that occurs for some metal surfaces. 57 The low-temperature peak could result from the melting of the cluster surface with the high-temperature peak resulting from the melting of the core. One argument against this explanation is the large temperature difference (150-200 K) between the two peaks. It is difficult to imagine liquid and solid portions of a cluster coexisting over such a broad temperature range. But even more compelling is the observation that the low temperature peak disappears when the clusters are annealed. 39 This indicates that the purported liquid layer does not refreeze, which is difficult to explain because a solid nucleus already exists. Thus the premelting explanation appears to be ruled out.
Another explanation for the two peaks is that one of them is due to a structural transition and the other is due to melting. If the low-temperature peak was due to melting it means that the high-temperature peak must be due to a transition between two liquid structures. A transition between two distinct liquid forms is rare in pure substances and invariably occurs at elevated pressures, [58] [59] [60] so it seems unlikely that the higher temperature peak results from such a process. Thus the most likely explanation is that the low temperature peak results from a structural transition, and the high temperature peak from melting; in which case the structural transition is between two solid forms. Note that a peak in the heat capacity indicates that the enthalpy increases during the transition and so the solid to solid transition is driven by entropy.
It is evident from Figure 2 that the sharp drop in the kinetic energy thresholds that occur as a function of temperature are correlated with the lower temperature peak in the heat capacities. Furthermore, the kinetic energy thresholds do not change by much in the temperature range associated with the higher temperature peak in the heat capacities (the one attributed to the melting transition).
For Al 114 + there is only a single well-defined peak in the heat capacity (see Figure 2) . The higher temperature peak observed for Al 115 + and Al 117 + persists while the lower temperature peak is diminished to the point where its size is comparable to the scatter in the measurements. From the heat capacity measurements alone, it is difficult to say with any degree of certainty whether or not the low temperature peak still exists for Al 114 + . However, there is clearly a sizable drop in the kinetic energy thresholds that is correlated with what appears to be a small peak in the heat capacity at around 450 K.
The drops in the kinetic energy thresholds at around 450 K for all three clusters are around 0.5-0.6 eV. Assuming an Arrhenius relationship for the reaction rates, a decrease in the activation energy of this magnitude corresponds to an increase in the reaction rate constant, k(T) at 450 K, of around 10 6 -fold. In addition to the relatively sharp drop in the thresholds at around 450 K there is a gradual systematic drop in the thresholds as the temperature is raised. The magnitude of the decrease is difficult to define accurately, but it is around (6 ± 2) × 10 −4 eV/K. The internal energy in the 200-1000 K range studied here, calculated using statistical thermodynamics with a frequency distribution derived from a modified Debye model, 51 increases at an average rate of around 2.4 × 10 −2 eV/K. If all of the internal energy was available to drive the chemisorption reaction, the kinetic energy threshold would decrease at the same rate as the internal energy increased. But the kinetic energy threshold decreases at a rate which is around 40 times slower than the increase in the internal energy. So at most, only around 2.5% of the increase in the internal energy appears as a decrease in the kinetic energy threshold. Another way to think about this issue is to consider the internal energy to be distributed statistically between the ∼350 vibrational degrees of freedom in the transition state. In which case, the amount of internal energy in the reaction coordinate should be around 1/350th of the total and so the threshold would be expected to decrease by around 7 × 10 −5 eV/K (the rate that the internal energy increases divided by the number of degrees of freedom). A decrease of 7 × 10 −5 eV/K is around one tenth of the observed decrease ((6 ± 2) × 10 −4 eV/K). This suggests that something more than a direct effect of the internal energy is responsible for most of the systematic drop in the kinetic energy thresholds that occurs with increasing temperature.
In a recent combined experimental and theoretical study of the chemisorption of N 2 onto Al 44 +/− , DFT calculations were used to examine the structure of the intermediates and products, and the collision processes were simulated by DFT molecular dynamics. 29 The lowest energy geometries found for Al 44 N 2 +/− have the two nitrogen atoms fully reduced by the metal cluster and transformed into separated N 3− anions which are located at the surface of the metal cluster. In the global minimum-energy structure one nitrogen atom is embedded in the cluster surface (with four Al−N bonds) and the other is sitting above the surface (with three Al−N bonds). These DFT results are consistent with the ab initio calculations of Bai et al. which showed that the nitrogen atom in Al n N clusters prefers a peripheral position for n > 10. 61 For smaller clusters, n ≤ 10, the nitrogen atom prefers to occupy an interior position. [61] [62] [63] In the density functional molecular dynamics simulations 29 a collision geometry with the N 2 axis perpendicular to the cluster surface is unreactive, while a parallel orientation leads to dissociative chemisorption. A barrier height of 3.4 eV was found in the simulations. However, barriers more than 1 eV lower were found in constrained static calculations, indicating a significant dynamic contribution to the measured barrier. The dynamic contribution results because the system has insufficient time to relax to its lowest energy configuration as the collision occurs. The density functional molecular dynamics calculations reproduced the decrease in the activation barrier that is observed in the experiments when the clusters melt. In addition to the sharp drop in the kinetic energy thresholds at the melting transition, a gradual decrease occurs as the temperature is raised. The simulations indicated that both the sharp drop in the kinetic energy thresholds and the gradual decrease were mainly due to an increase in the interatomic distances in the cluster. The gradual decrease is mainly due to the thermal expansion of the cluster, while the sharp decrease in the thresholds at the melting temperature is due to the volume change of melting and to the increase in atomic disorder. According to the simulations, the volume change is the main cause, and the disorder is a minor contributor.
The simulations indicated that both electronic and geometric factors contribute to the lowering of the kinetic energy thresholds. 29 Thermal expansion is known to cause the polarizabilities of metal clusters to increase with temperature 64 implying that the electrons will be more sensitive to external perturbations when the lattice expands. This electronic effect lowers the initial Pauli repulsion and facilitates electron transfer from the aluminum cluster to the approaching N 2 molecule. The separation between the aluminum atoms is also important: once the electron transfer (and ionic-like Al-N bonding) starts, an expanded lattice exerts a larger force along the internuclear axis of N 2 , driving the separation of the two atoms and further reducing the barrier.
The sharp drop in the kinetic energy threshold for Al 114 + , Al 115 + , and Al 117 + that occurs at around 450 K is correlated with the first peak in the heat capacities for Al 115 + and Al 117 + . These peaks have been attributed to structural transitions, and the presence of a peak in the heat capacity indicates that the transition that occurs as the temperature is raised is to a higher enthalpy structure. The entropy change for a reversible process is H/T, and while the structural transition is not reversible, 28 there must still be a substantial increase in the entropy associated with it. This increase in the entropy results from the formation of more disordered structures. However, note that the peak in the heat capacity at around 450 K is much smaller for Al 114 + than for Al 115 + and Al 117 + . It follows that the entropy change associated with the structural transition must be much smaller for Al 114 + than for Al 115 + and Al 117 + , and so it is unlikely that disorder is the main factor responsible for the sharp increase in reactivity at 450 K because the decrease in the kinetic energy threshold is, if anything, larger for Al 114 + than for Al 115 + and Al 117 + . Thus the most likely cause for the decrease in the kinetic energy threshold is an increase in the volume of the cluster due to the structural transition. The structural transition presumably achieves a density equal to that of the liquid so that when the cluster melts there is no significant change in the kinetic energy threshold. This seems to be the most plausible explanation for the results. It is noteworthy that these results imply that a structural transition occurs for Al 114 + without a clear signature in the heat capacity.
Previously we found that the lower temperature peaks in the heat capacities for Al 115 + -Al 117 + can be removed by annealing. 39 For annealed clusters, the abrupt changes in the kinetic energy thresholds at around 450 K are expected to disappear and the kinetic energy thresholds below 450 K are expected to be similar to the values above 450 K. However, this has not yet been confirmed experimentally.
CONCLUSIONS
Kinetic energy thresholds have been measured for the chemisorption of N 2 on Al 114 + , Al 115 + , and Al 117 + as a function of cluster temperature. The threshold measurements have been compared to heat capacities determined as a function of temperature. Al 115 + and Al 117 + show two peaks in their heat capacities: a peak at ∼450 K which is attributed to a structural transition; and a peak at ∼600 K which is attributed to melting. A 114 + only shows the peak at around 600 K due to melting. There is a sharp drop in the kinetic energy thresholds for all clusters at around 450 K which is correlated with the position of low temperature peak in the heat capacities for Al 115 + and Al 117 + . These observations differ from our previous studies of smaller clusters (Al 44 +/− and Al 100 + ) where a sharp drop in the kinetic energy threshold for N 2 chemisorption is correlated with the peak in the heat capacity due to melting. In that work, density functional molecular dynamics studies indicated that the sharp drop in the kinetic energy threshold upon melting can be traced mainly to the volume change associated with melting. The increased interatomic spacing lowered the kinetic energy threshold through a combination of electronic and geometric effects. The most plausible explanation for the sharp drop in the kinetic energy thresholds for Al 114 + , Al 115 + , and Al 117 + at ∼450 K is that the structural transition causes a volume change similar to what occurs in the melting transitions of the smaller clusters. Density functional molecular dynamics simulations are required for the larger clusters studied here to test this explanation.
